Abstract. Let k be an infinite field such that char k = 2 and k is not algebraically closed. Let a ∈ k \ k 2 and L = k( √ a)(x, y) be a field extension of k where x, y are algebraically independent over k. Assume that σ is a k-automorphism on L defined by
Introduction
Let k be a field and L be a finitely generated extension field of k. L is called k-rational (or rational over k) if L is purely transcendental over k, i.e. L is k-isomorphic to the quotient field of some polynomial ring over k. L is called stably k-rational if L(y 1 , . . . , y m ) is k-rational for some y 1 , . . . , y m which are algebraically independent over L. L is called k-unirational if L is k-isomorphic to a subfield of some k-rational field. It is obvious that "k-rational" ⇒ "stably k-rational" ⇒ "k-unirational". The Lüroth problem asks, under what situation, the converse is true, i.e. "k-unirational" ⇒ "k-rational". The Lüroth problem is a famous problem in algebraic geometry. For a survey of it and related rationality problems (e.g. Noether's problem), see, for examples, [MT] and [Sw] .
Throughout this article, we assume, unless otherwise specified, that k is an infinite field with char k = 2 and k is not an algebraically closed field.
The following two questions arise frequently when we consider various rationality problems.
Question 1.1. Let L = k(x, y) be a field extension of k where x, y are algebraically independent over k. Let σ be the k-automorphism on L defined by Let L σ = {u ∈ L : σ(u) = u} be the fixed subfield of L. Find a necessary and sufficient condition such that the field L σ is rational over k.
Be aware that σ acts trivially on the ground field k of the field L in Question 1.1, while in Question 1.2 σ acts faithfully on k( √ a) which is the ground field of L.
We would like to mention another rationality problem akin to Question 1.2.
Question 1.3. Let a ∈ k \ k 2 and L = k( √ a)(x, y) be a field extension of k where x, y are algebraically independent over k( √ a). Let σ be the k-automorphism on L defined by σ :
where f (x) ∈ k[x] is a non-zero polynomial. Let L σ = {u ∈ L : σ(u) = u} be the fixed subfield of L. When will L σ be rational over k?
Note that Question 1.1 was solved in [Ka2, Theorem 2.4 ]. Question 1.3 was studied in [HKO] when the degree of f (x) is ≤ 2 (see Theorem 2.1). In the general case, Question 1.3 is related to the rationality of conic bundles of È 1 over a non-closed field investigated by Iskovskikh [Is1, Is2, Is3] ; also see Yamasaki [Ya] . The purpose of this article is to find a solution of Question 1.2. Now return to Question 1.2. To begin with, we describe explicitly the fixed field L σ as follows. 
where the action of σ is given in Question 1.2.
Proof. Given the action of σ on k( √ a)(x, y), define
It is routine to verify that t i ∈ L σ for 1 ≤ i ≤ 4. In fact, we will show that L σ = k(t i : 1 ≤ i ≤ 4) and these generators satisfy the relations
. On the other hand, if L 0 is the field extension of k given in the statement of this lemma, write
It is easy to verify the assertion.
Because of the above lemma, we are led to the following Question 1.5, which is an equivalent version of Question 1.2. Question 1.5. Let k be an infinite field with char k = 2, and a, b, c, d ∈ k satisfying that a ∈ k \ k 2 , b = 0 and at least one of c and d is non-zero. Define a field L 0 = k(t i : 1 ≤ i ≤ 4) such that trdeg k (L 0 ) = 2 and L 0 satisfies the relations
Find a necessary and sufficient condition for the field L 0 to be k-rational.
The main results of this article are the following theorems. We will write (a, b) 2,k for the Hilbert symbol over k where a, b are non-zero elements of k. Theorem 1.6. Let the notation be the same as in Question 1.5. Assume that b ∈ k \ k 2 . Then the following statements are equivalent:
There exist elements α, β, γ, δ ∈ k satisfying the following two conditions:
Theorem 1.7. Let the notation be the same as in Question 1.5. Assume that b = β 2 where β ∈ k \ {0}. Then the following statements are equivalent:
We explain the notion of Hilbert symbols which appear in Theorem 1.6 and Theorem 1.7. As before, assume that k is a field with char k = 2. For any non-zero elements a, b ∈ k, we define the quaternion algebra (a, b) 2,k in Equation 1.3 (also see [Dr, Section 11] ), which is a special form of the norm residue symbol. By abusing the language, we call the similarity class of (a, b) 2,k in Br(k) a Hilbert symbol where Br(k) denotes the Brauer group of a field k. In this sense the Hilbert symbol (a, b) 2,k is zero if and only if there are elements x, y ∈ k such that ax 2 + by 2 = 1. We record two immediate consequences of Theorem 1.6 and Theorem 1.7. Recall that a field k is called a C 1 -field if every homogeneous polynomial f ∈ k[x 1 , . . . , x n ] of degree less than n has a non-trivial zero in k n [GS, page 140] .
Proof. By Tsen's Theorem [GS, page 141, Proposition 6.2.3] or [DKT] , Br(k ′ ) = 0 for all finite extensions k ′ of k. Thus all the Hilbert symbols in Theorem 1.6 (vi) and in Theorem 1.7 (iv) are zero. Hence L 0 is k-rational.
For the second application, let X be the projective surface in È 4 k define by the equations T . For any field extension K of k, denote by X(K) the set of all the K-rational points on X. The condition (iv) of Theorem 1.6 is nothing but X(k) = ∅. Note that, in the situation of Theorem 1.7, X(k) = ∅ doesn't ensure that L 0 is k-rational (see Example 2.9). Lemma 1.9. Let L 0 be the field extension of k defined in Theorem 1.6, and X be the projective surface defined above. If k is a global field with char k = 2, then X(k) = ∅ if and only if X(k ν ) = ∅ for all places ν of k.
Proof. By Theorem 1.6, the existence of X or X × k k ν is determined by the triviality of certain quaternion algebras. However, a quaternion algebra A over a global field is trivial if and only if so is it locally everywhere [GS, page 159] .
The proofs of Theorem 1.6 and Theorem 1.7 will be given in Section 2. Theorem 2.6 is another application of Theorem 1.6. From Example 2.10 and Example 2.11, we find that the answer to Question 1.2 depends on the parameters a, b, c, d, which is different to the situation of Question 1.1.
The remaining part of this section is devoted to the definition of the Severi-Brauer variety.
In the proof of Theorem 2.7 we will use the fact: A quaternion algebra (a, b) 2,k gives rise to a Severi-Brauer variety whose function field is the field extension L 0 of k where
σ , the fixed subfield of the 1-dimensional field k( √ a)(x) with the action σ :
moreover, L 0 is k-rational if and only if the symbol (a, b) 2,k = 0. A quick explanation of the above fact may be found in [HKK, page 366, page 371] . For the convenience of the reader, we give an introduction of it in the following. The reader may consult [Se, page 160] , [Ka1] , [Sa1, Chapter 13] , [GS, Chapter 5] and [Ko] for more details. From now on till the end of this section, k is an arbitrary field, i.e. we waive the convention that k is an infinite field with char k = 2 and k is not an algebraically closed field.
Let [Se, page 158] and [Ro, Theorem 1] ); moreover,
We may define the Severi-Brauer variety over k corresponding to [γ] (and also [β] ) as in [Ka1, Definition 2] and [GS, page 118] ; it is denoted by V m (γ) or V m (β). The function field of V m (γ) is denoted by F m (γ) which is called the m-th Brauer field of [γ] in [Ro, page 412] . It is known that Example 1.10. We will explain how to construct
. . , x m ) be the rational function field of m variables over L. We define an action of G on L(x 1 , . . . , x m ). For each σ ∈ G, σ acts on L by the prescribed Galois extension; we extend the action of σ to L(x 1 , . . . , x m ) by requiring that σ · x i = x i for 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Since T σ is naturally a linear map on the vector space [Ro, Section 5] and [Ka1, page 232] .
Regard T as an element in P GL n (L). Define a 1-cocycle
where 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. Let γ = δ n (β) be the 2-cocycle. It follows that, for 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n − 1,
Thus the function field
for any α ∈ L (see [Dr, page 49, Definition 4] ). We will define F n (γ) explicitly. In L(v i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n−1), define y i = v i+1 /v i where 1 ≤ i ≤ n−1. From the definition of T , we find that
Thus F n (γ) = L(y 1 , . . . , y n−1 ) uσ . In particular, if gcd{char k, n} = 1 and k contains a primitive n-th root of unity ζ n , then the cyclic extension L of k may be written as
When n = 2, we will write (a, b) 2,k for (a, b; 2, k, −1) and call it a quaternion algebra. Explicitly, a quaternion algebra (a, b) 2,k is a 4-dimensional k-algebra defined by
A Hilbert symbol is a similarity class of a quaternion algebra in Br(k). In [Dr, page 78 ] the similarity class of (a, b; n, k, ζ n ) in Br(k) is denoted by [a, b; n, k, ζ n ]; however, we choose to write (a, b; n, k, ζ n ) for [a, b; n, k, ζ n ] by abusing the notation, so far as no confusion may arise. Thus the fixed field k( n √ a)(y 1 , . . . , y n−1 ) uσ is rational over k if and only if (a, b; n, k, ζ n ) = 0 in Br(k).
In summary we record the following lemma.
Lemma 1.12. Let n be a positive integer with gcd{char k, n} = 1. Suppose that k is a field with ζ n ∈ k and k( n √ a) be a cyclic extension of degree n over k where a ∈ k \ {0} and ζ n is a primitive n-th root of unity. Write Gal(k( n √ a)/k) = σ and extend the action of σ to k(
Lemma 1.13 is an application of the foregoing discussion. Lemma 1.13. Let k be a field with char k = 2,
The remaining proof is omitted.
2. Proof of Theorem 1.6 and Theorem 1.7
We recall the following result of Hajja, Kang and Ohm. 
σ is k-rational if and only if it is k-unirational.
The proof of the following lemma is omitted because it is almost the same as that of Lemma 1.4. Lemma 2.2. Let the notation be the same as in Theorem 2.1. Then the fixed field K(x, y) σ is k-isomorphic to the field k(x, t 1 , t 2 ) with the relation t 2 1 − at
σ where the action of σ is given in Theorem 2.1.
Lemma 2.3. Let k be a field with char k = 2, and a, b, c ∈ k with ab = 0.
where σ :
. Thus we may apply Theorem 2.1. If c = 0, apply Theorem 2.1(3) and we are done. Suppose that c = 0. Then k( √ ac) = k and we will show that L 0 is k-rational if and only if
, x) with relation ( The verification of the following lemma is routine. We may use the multiplicative property of the norm from the field k( √ a) to the field k to get an alternative (heuristic) proof. Proof of Theorem 1.6.
The implications (i) ⇒ (ii) ⇒ (iii) and (vi) ⇒ (v) of Theorem 1.6 are standard. It remains to show that (iii) ⇒ (iv), (iv) ⇒ (i), (i) ⇔ (v), and (i) ⇔ (vi).
Proof of (iii) ⇒ (iv) of Theorem 1.6. ---Step 1. Usually a k-unirational field L is defined as a field L with an embedding L → k(x 1 , . . . , x n ) where k(x 1 , . . . , x n ) is a rational function field with n variables over k and n is some positive integer. However, a stronger result is possible by Ohm [Oh] : It is shown that, if k is any field and L is k-unirational, then there is a k-embedding L → k(x 1 , . . . , x n ) where k(x 1 , . . . , x n ) is a rational function field and n variables over k where n = trdeg k (L).
Thus, from the assumption that L 0 is k-unirational, we may assume that L 0 is a subfield of k(x, y) where x and y are algebraically independent over k. It follows that every element of L 0 can be written as a rational function of x and y. In particular, there exist polynomials h(x, y), h i (x, y) ∈ k[x, y] such that h(x, y) is not zero and
for 1 ≤ i ≤ 4. We may assume that gcd{h(x, y), h i (x, y) : 1 ≤ i ≤ 4} = 1. Substitute (2.1) into (1.1). We obtain
Step 2. Since k is an infinite field, we may find a 0 , b 0 ∈ k such that h(a 0 , b 0 ) = 0. Let ϕ : k(x, y) → k ∪{∞} be the specialization over k extending the ring homomorphism k[x, y] → k defined by ϕ(x) = a 0 , ϕ(y) = b 0 (see [ZS, Chapter 6] ).
Define α, β, γ, δ be
for 1 ≤ i ≤ 4, i.e. ϕ(t 1 ) = α, ϕ(t 2 ) = β, ϕ(t 3 ) = γ, ϕ(t 4 ) = δ. Substitute these values into (2.2). We get
and hence (iv) follows.
Proof of (iv) ⇒ (i) of Theorem 1.6. ---From (1.1) and (1.2), we obtain (t
Rewrite this relation as
Define t 0 = t 2 −β t 1 +α . We claim that k(t 1 , t 2 ) = k(t 0 ). Besides the condition that t 0 = . These two conditions are equivalent to
Solve the above linear simultaneous equation of t 1 and t 2 . We find
Thus k(t 1 , t 2 ) = k(t 0 ) as we expect. It follows that we have that L 0 = k(t 0 , t 3 , t 4 ) with the relation
By Lemma 2.5, we obtain the identity that
Thus we define t 5 = t 3 + at 0 t 4 , t 6 = t 0 t 3 + t 4 .
Then we have L 0 = k(t 0 , t 5 , t 6 ) and the relation provided by Equation (2.3) becomes 2 − a(
From Equation (2.5), we get L 0 = k( t, t 7 , t 8 ) with the relation
where A ∈ k is obtained from the right-hand-side of (2.5) by completing the square, and t 7 , t 8 arise from t 5 /t 0 , t 6 /t 0 by applying Lemma 2.5 to the left-hand-side of (2.5) (note that 2cα+d = γ 2 −aδ 2 by Equation (1.2)). We may apply Lemma 2.3 to Equation (2.6) (with (b, c) = (1, A) where b, c are elements in the notation of Lemma 2.3). Since the Hilbert symbol (a, b) 2,k = 0 (as b = 1 is a square in k), we find that (a, b) 2,k(
Case 3. Suppose that 2cα + d = 0 and cβ = 0. We will show that this case is impossible. From cβ = 0, we find that either c = 0 or β = 0. If c = 0, use the condition 2cα + d = 0. We find that d = 0 also. But we assume that at least one of c and d is non-zero.
If β = 0, use Equation (1.2). We find that b = α 2 . This is also impossible because we assume that b is not a square in k.
Proof of (i) ⇒ (v) of Theorem 1.6. ---Since (i) ⇒ (iv), it follows that (v-1) is valid. It remains to establish (v-2). The first stage of the proof is the same as the proof of (iii) ⇒ (iv) and the proof of (iv) ⇒ (i) (till Equation (2.4) ). So let's retain the notion there; in particular, ϕ : k(x, y) → k ∪ {∞} is the specialization over k extending the ring homomorphism k[x, y] → k defined by ϕ(x) = a 0 , ϕ(y) = b 0 (see Step 2 of the proof of (iii) ⇒ (iv)).
If −2cα + d = 0, then nothing should be done and we are finished. From now on, we assume that −2cα + d = 0. We will show that (a, −2cα
Define
Hence we find that L 0 = k( t, t 5 , t 6 ) with relation
Note that β = 0 because we assume that b is not a square (and we have α 2 −aβ 2 = b by Equation (1.2) ). Thus ϕ(
Consequently, ϕ( t) = 2cβ 2cα−d , ϕ(t 5 ) = γ and ϕ(t 6 ) = δ by Equation (2.7) . In other words, Equation (2.8) has a solution (t 5 , t 6 , t) = (γ, δ,
For simplicity, write B = a(2cα − d). Clearly the existence of the solution (t 5 , t 6 , t) = (γ, δ,
) for Equation (2.8) is equivalent to the assertion that the quadratic form
. Note that the above solution is non-trivial because β = 0 and at least one of c, d is non-zero. Apply Lemma 2.4. We conclude that (a, B) 2,
Proof of (v) ⇒ (i) of Theorem 1.6. ---Similar to the proof of (i) ⇒ (v) of Theorem 1.6, the condition that α 2 − aβ 2 = b guarantees that the part of (iv) ⇒ (i) (till Equation (2.4)) is still valid in the present situation. Thus L 0 = k(t 0 , t 5 , t 6 ) with a relation defined by Equation (2.4) .
We consider the case 2cα − d = 0 and the case 2cα − d = 0 separately.
Define t by Equation (2.7). Thus we have L 0 = k( t, t 5 , t 6 ) with the relation defined by Equation (2.8) .
Use the assumption that the Hilbert symbol (a, −2cα
We find that L 0 is k-rational by Lemma 2.3. Remember that β = 0. If c = 0, then t 0 ∈ k(t 5 , t 6 ). Hence we find that t 0 ∈ k(t 5 , t 6 ). Thus L 0 = k(t 5 , t 6 ) is k-rational. Suppose that c = 0. From the assumption that 2cα − d = 0, we find that d = 0 also. This is impossible because we assume that at least one of c, d is non-zero.
Proof of (i) ⇔ (vi) of Theorem 1.6. ---By (iv), it is obvious that (a, b) 2,k = 0 is a necessary condition of (i). It remains to show that, if α, β ∈ k satisfying that α 2 − aβ 2 = b, then L 0 is k-rational if and only if either −2cα
By Lemma 1.4, we will assume that L 0 = L σ where L = k( √ a)(x, y) and σ acts on it by the k-automorphism σ :
where s =
). It is not difficult to verify that
).
In case 2cα−d = 0, we will apply Lemma 2.3 because we may write
By Lemma 2.3, the fixed field k( √ a)(z, w) σ is k-rational if and only if (a,
It is easy to check that (a,
In case 2cα − d = 0, it is necessary that c = 0 (otherwise, d = 0 because of the assumption 2cα − d = 0). Note that β = 0 by assumption because b is not a square. In short, g(z) = 4cβz + (2cα + d) is a degree one polynomial in z. We may apply Theorem 2.1 (2) to conclude that k( √ a)(z, w) σ is k-rational without any extra condition.
Proof of Theorem 1.7. By Lemma 1.4, we may assume that L 0 = L σ where L = k( √ a)(x, y) and σ acts on it by the
One may verify that L = k( √ a)(x, y) = k( √ a)(u, v) and σ acts on u, v by σ :
By Theorem 
Proof. If L 0 is k-unirational, so is its subfield L i . Since L i is k-unirational, we may apply Theorem 1.6 and Theorem 1.7 according to the situation
Hence each L i is k-rational. As the field L 0 is the compositum of the fields L i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we find that L 0 is rational also.
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 2.6.
First, note that trdeg k (L i ) = 1 for all i where
Note that L i is the function field of the Severi-Brauer variety associated to the quaternion algebra (a,
If L 0 is k-unirational, so is its subfield L i . Thus the Hilbert symbol (a, b i ) 2,k is trivial by [Se, page 160] .
On the other hand, if (a, b i ) 2,k = 0, then the field L i is rational by [Se, page 160] . Since the field L 0 is the compositum of the fields L i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we find that L 0 is rational also.
Remark 2.8. We may consider a similar question: Let k be an infinite field with char k = 2, and L = k(x 1 , . . . , x n ) be the rational function field over k. Let σ be a k-automorphism on L defined by σ :
with b i ∈ k \ {0}. Is the fixed field L 0 = L σ rational over k? The answer to this question is completely different from that of the above theorem. See [HK, Lemma 2.7] , [Sa2] and [Ka3] for details.
Example 2.9. Let the notation be the same as in Theorem 1.7. Let L 0 be the field extension of k with k = É. Remember that b = β 2 .
We will find an example which satisfies that L 0 is not É-rational while X(É) = ∅ (the definition of X(k) is given in the paragraph before Lemma 1.9).
Set (a, b, c, d, β) = (3, 4, 7, 28, 2) . Substitute these values into Equation (1.1). Then (−2, 0, 0, 0) is a solution of Equation (1.1) for these parameters a, b, c, d. Hence X(É) = ∅.
On the other hand, d − 2cβ = 28 − 2 · 7 · 2 = 0, (a, 2d) 2,É = (3, 56) 2,É . By Theorem 1.7, L 0 is É-rational if and only if (3, 56) 2,É = 0. Note that (3, 56) 2,É = (3, 14) 2,É . We will show that (3, m) 2,É = 0 for any integer m ≡ 2 (mod 3). Thus (3, 14) 2,É = 0 and L 0 is not É-rational.
Suppose that (3, m) 2,É = 0. Then there are integers u, v, w satisfy that 3u 2 + mv 2 = w 2 and u, v, w are not all zero. We may assume that gcd{u, v, w} = 1. Modulo 3, we get mv Use the function nfhilbert of PARI/GP [PARI2] to evaluate the Hilbert symbol over É(
It is easy to find that, for 1 ≤ c ≤ 100, L 0 is not É-rational ⇐⇒ c ∈ {13, 19, 26, 37, 38, 39, 43, 52, 57, 61, 65, 67, 74, 76, 78, 86, 91, 95} . If a and 1 − a are non-zero elements of k, from a · 1 2 + (1 − a) · 1 2 = 1, we find that (a, 1 − a) 2,k = 0. Thus (2, −c) 2,k(
Return to the situation of the above paragraph. It is easy to see that, for −100 ≤ c ≤ 100 and c = 0, then L 0 is not É-rational ⇐⇒ ±c ∈ {13, 19, 26, 37, 38, 39, 43, 52, 57, 61, 65, 67, 74, 76, 78, 86, 91, 95}. Example 2.11. Let the notation be the same as in Theorem 1.6. Let L 0 be the field extension of k with k = É.
